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Introduction to the Course 
This advanced writing course is designed to teach students how to write for the web in a manner that consciously 
meditates on the theoretical implications their work. Working through these implications, this class argues, will accelerate 
the growth and quality of student writing because such work entails situating technology within the history of writing and, 
by implication, the culture in which it is embedded. Although popular US media often encourages us to treat technology 
as a neutral commodity that does little more than enhance the quality of our lives, in actuality the capacities of digital 
technology lie at the crux of some of the most important intellectual debates of our time. For example, as the proliferation 
of digital computing has become more and more widespread, many have argued for expanding the boundaries of what it 
means to be human. Or, we might consider how digital computing has facilitated the boom of a user-centered economic 
model, which has played a central role in the expansion of globalization. Examining these larger issues, then, will help 
students to move past the more facile "look what I can do with this technology" approach to one that considers how 
digital writing can affect and potential change the world around them. 
 
Of course, thinking through the theoretical implications of digital writing will also include exploring what makes digital 
writing different from other writing mediums. As a class, we will consider how writing with light (or pixels) allows users to 
juxtapose words, images, videos, etc. in ways that generate new perspectives, logics, networks, and actions. In addition, 
we will explore how information design tools such as data clouds and mashup software allow users to conceptualize 
information in radically new and aesthetically fascinating ways. 
 
Finally, this course will teach students how to write in a manner that meets the current standards of web development and 
design. Along the way, we will scrutinize the implications of these standards and examine how/why they need to be 
followed or changed. I have selected the following books to help accomplish the course objectives I have outlined above. 
 
 

Required Reading  
Developing with Web Standards by John Allsopp 
Designing with Web Standards 3rd Ed. by Jeffrey Zeldman  
Adobe Dreamweaver CS3 Hands on Training by Garrick Chow  
The Web Designer’s Idea Book by Patrick McNeil  
Internet Invention by Gregory Ulmer 
Lingua Fracta by Collin Brooke 
 

 
Assignments 
Thick Description—You will select a moderately sized homepage and study it as if you were 
an anthropologist. What this means is that you will painstakingly explore the details of a 
particular homepage, even the seeming minutiae, as if you were trying to learn a new 
language and a new culture. You will need to consult the source code in the process of 
your analysis, as well as consider how the design elements work together (or don’t) to 
create a coherent argument. The final aspect of this thick description will include a reflective 
paper where you discuss what elements you would like to implement based on your study. 
You will also need to provide a reflective analysis of what you learned about a particular 
webpage, company, person, based on your study. (10%) 
 



Critique—Following your thick description you will be asked to develop a critique of the 
website you studied. This critique will entail two parts: [1] you must critique the execution of 
the site; in other words, you need to assess its logic, the execution of its design, the 
interaction between design elements, the quality of its prose, and so on; [2] you must 
critique the implications of the site; in other words, you must assess its rhetoric and 
speculate on the potential social consequences of interacting with this type of material. Of 
course, you are expected to use the rhetorical tools that we have discussed throughout the 
term in your analysis. (10%) 
 
 
Web Sketch(es)—Every time you think about the design of your website, I want you to go 
to your web sketch notepad and doodle. This doodling will help you complete your final 
project where you will be asked to not only upload your website onto the Internet, but 
display the revision process of that composition. (10%) 
 
 
Story Board Revision—Before your final project, you will asked to present a storyboard 
version of your final website. As you compose this story board, you will not only need to be 
prepared to justify your revisions to a panel of expert judges (the class), but be willing to 
consider possible revision suggestions. This presentation will represent the final approval 
process before you may begin the final revision of your website. (20%) 
 
 
Midterm—a quick, painless, learning activity to master the concepts that have emerged in 
your course readings. The test will mostly be concept identification, but it may include short 
essays. (10%) 
 
 
Final Project—The final project will entail publishing the website you have been working on 
the entire term. There are two major stipulations: [1] you need to use CSS (I will check the 
source code!) and [2] it needs to have a “design history” section that displays (and 
preferably discusses) the revisions this site has undergone. I will assess you on the quality 
of the design, coding, and prose. More details to follow. (30%) 
 
 
Participation and Attendance—This portion of the grade will be based on your attendance and participation in the course. 
IF YOU MISS MORE THAN 2 CLASS SESSIONS, YOUR FINAL GRADE WILL DROP ONE FULL LETTER FOR EACH 
ABSENCE. IF YOU MISS MORE THAN 4 CLASS SESSIONS, YOU WILL FAIL THE COURSE. (10%) 
 
 

Related Issues 
Disability Concerns: http://www.unt.edu/oda/pfs/fs.html 
 
  “The University of North Texas is on record as being committed to both the spirit and letter of federal equal  
  opportunity legislation; reference Public Law 92-112 – The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended. With the  
  passage of new federal legislation entitled Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), pursuant to section 504 of the  
  Rehabilitation Act, there is renewed focus on providing this population with the   same opportunities enjoyed by  
  all citizens.” 
 
Academic Integrity: http://www.vpaa.unt.edu/academic-integrity.htm 
Drop Information: http://essc.unt.edu/registrar/schedule/scheduleclass.html 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Schedule 
Week 1 | Introductions 
HW: Read Ulmer (23-42); Chow (1-30) 
 
 
Week 2 | The Basics 
HW: Read Ulmer (43-69); Chow (30-75); Allsopp (17-38) 
 
 
Week 3 | Learning the Interface 
HW: Read Ulmer (72-95); Chow (78-100); Zeldman (3-32); Allsopp (41-47) 
 
 
Week 4 | Learning to Link 
HW: Read Ulmer (96-123); Chow (100-146); Zeldman (149-184) 
 
 
Week 5 | Introduction to CSS 
HW: Read Ulmer (126-154); Zeldman (185-216); Allsopp (105-120) 
 
 
Week 6 | CSS Layouts 
HW: Read Ulmer (155-178) ; Allsopp (69-129) 
 
 
Week 7 | More CSS 
HW: Read Ulmer (180-209); Chow (150-185); Zeldman (265-295) 
 
 
Week 8 — Midterm Preparation 
 
 
Week 9 — Midterm 
HW: Read Ulmer (246-277); Chow (230-256); Allsopp (219-253); Thick Description 
 
 
Week 10 | More CSS Layouts; Thick Descriptions Due 
HW: Read Ulmer (278-298); Chow (272-319; 186-225) 
 
 
Week 11 | Advanced Linking and Rollovers 
HW: Read Ulmer (210-243); Zeldman (295-320); Chow (424-436); Allsopp (157-176) 
 
 
Week 12 | Issues of Accessibility 
HW: Zeldman (217-227); Allsopp (179-203); Critiques Due 
 
 
Week 13 | Working with Browsers; Critiques Due 
HW: Story Board Revision 
 
 
Week 14 | Present Story Board Revisions 
HW: Prepare for Workshop 
 
 
Week 15 | Present Story Board Revisions 
HW: Prepare final Project 
 
 
Week 16 | Final Project Due on Monday of Finals Week 
 
 
*This schedule is subject to change with advanced notice from the instructor 


